Halo Hair Extensions
Stick Tip, Nail Tip or Microloop
At Halo we offer 3 different types of pre-bonded hair extensions. Nail Tip, Stick Tip
and Microloop - all very popular choices by leading UK salons.

Nail Tip extensions (sometimes called U-Tip) are applied
with a trained stylist attaching the glue tip to your own hair.
Traditionally done with a heat application this is a popular
way to get permanent volume and length!

Microloop extensions are the most simple of bonded
extensions for your trained stylist to apply! These can be
applied faster than most permanent extensions as well! And
with no glue, heat or chemicals being used, they are rapidly
becoming the most popular form of pre-bonded application.

Stick Tip extensions (sometimes called i-tip) are applied
with a trained stylist guiding your hair through a microring. These are then tightened with a hair clamp and provide
a wonderful alternative to glue methods!
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How long will my pre-bonded hair last?
Pre-bonded extensions should have an average life of anywhere from 3 to 6 months.
This is only if they are applied and cared for correctly. Your salon should invite you
back for regular maintenance visits as well!
Can I straighten or curl my prebonded hair?
Absolutely! In fact you can treat them just like you would your own hair! Just
remember, like your own hair, human hair extensions are not indestructible. So treat
them with care and respect! Using a heat protector spray will help too! And be sure to
avoid applying heat directly to the bonds!
How many packs of pre-bonded hair do I need?
A typical full head is 200 strands - or 4 packs. Some people only need 150 strands (3
packs) and some prefer 250 (5 packs) for the thickest and most natural look!
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